Introduction
The description and investigation of measures in relation to a given mapping a : X ->• X in a topological space is one of the classical problems in the theory of dynamical systems. In the case of a compact space X the existence and description of such measures has been obtained in the well-known work by N.M. Krilov and N.N. Bogolubov [7] (see also [8] ) and the description of measures for other classes of spaces continues to attract attention [6] . As the general description of invariant measures is noneffective, the explicit form of invariant measures for concrete classes of mappings is of interest. In the present paper the measures on the sphere of the space C m are explicitly described which are invariant and ergodic with respect to mappings of the form a(x) = pffjj-j where A is a nonsingular matrix.
The explicit form of measures being invariant with respect to such mappings is needed, e.g. for obtaining explicit conditions for functional differential operators of Fredholm type with partial derivatives and also for the explicit description of spectra of operators of weighted shift [1] , [2] .
It is known [8] that the structure of invariant ergodic measures is connected with the behaviour of the trajectories of points for iterations of the mapping a, i.e. with dynamics of this mapping.
In the case under consideration, the problem is connected with the dynamics description of a linear operator, i.e. with the behaviour of the sequence of vectors A n x for n -> +oo. We notice that the information on the behaviour of such sequences is useful in other questions as well, e.g. in subtle analysis of iterative methods [5] . For some concrete forms of matrices A, the dynamics was known, and in the general case the fundamental complexity consisted in obtaining a visual description of all possible cases.
Preliminaries
A measure fi on X is said to be invariant with respect to a mapping a : X -* X if for any measurables set u, the equality /¿(a -1 (a;)) = ¡i{u) holds.
A measure // is said to be ergodic with respect to a mapping a if given a measurable subset u> C X invariant with respect to a, it follows that either /z(u>) = 0 or n(X \ uf) = 0.
The measure fi is said to be normalized (or a probability measure) if fi(X) = 1. Since every invariant measure on X can be expressed by means of ergodic measures [3] , the description of ergodic measures becomes our fundamental problem.
Let
be a p-dimensional torus. By a standard shift on the torus T p generated by an element w £ T p we mean the mapping of the form a w (z) = wz -(w 1 
z 1 ,...,w p zp).
The invariant, ergodic measures on the torus T p with respect to a standard shift depend on a closed subgroup W in T p generated by the element to G T". The form of this subgroup depends on the existence of relations, between numbers Wj. In fact, the description of such a subgroup is given in the work by H. Weyl [9] . Let Wj = E T2^H > ,J = 1,... ,P. The numbers TI, r 2 ,..., rj are said to be rationally independend if the equality qiTi+q2T2+...+qiTi = 0, qj G Q is possible only in the case when qj = 0, j = 1,...,/. Let mi be the largest number of rationally independent numbers among the numbers 1, hi, h,2,..., hp. Then the subgroup W is an mi-dimensional submanifold which is homeomorfic either to torus T mi or to the product of T mi by the finite cyclic group ZN, where the number N depends on the form of rational relations between the numbers hi,..., h p . On the subgroup W there exists a unique normalized measure invariant with respect to the standard shifts from this subgroup which differs from roi-dimensional Lebesgue measure only by the factor jf. An invariant measure defined on every coset in the torus with respect to the subgroup W is called a standard invariant measure. Thus, we obtain a collection of Jordan cells Jkj, 1 < k < q, 1 < j < q(k). We denote the dimension of the cell Jkj by v(k,j) and its corresponding eigenvalue by A(k,j). For vectors of the basis in which the matrix A has the Jordan form, we obtain the enumeration with three indices:
The coordinates of the vector x in this basis we denote by x(k,j, I).
Let Lk be the vector subspace of C m generated by the eigenvectors of the matrix A corresponding to eigenvalues A(k,j), 1 < j < q(k). The set Sk = X fl Lk is the unit sphere of the subspace Lk, its real dimension being equal to 2q(k) -1. The sphere Sk undergoes stratification onto manifolds which are invariant with respect to a as follows. Let us consider the mapping from Sk onto R q W defined by The inverse image tt^ *(£) of each point £ £ B k posesses the natural structure of the torus whose dimension is equal to the number of non-zero coordinates of the point On the set Sk we define the mapping a by
where Therefore on the torus = the action of the mapping a coincides with the standard shift generated by the element w consisting of those numbers w (k,j) for which the corresponding coordinate of the vector £ is different from zero.
Let Wk,£ denote a subgroup in T^ generated by the element w. 
The dynamics of a linear mapping
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on information about the behaviour of the sequence of vectors A n x when n increases. For description of this behaviour we introduce some auxiliary objects.
For a vector x G C m ,x ^ 0 let us define the following integral characteristics:
For a given vector z let us construct three new vectors, i.e. we define three mappings: 
The point y = belongs to the sphere S k ( x \ the trajectory of this point belongs to the invariant torus where £ = 7rk{y) and the closure of this trajectory coincides with one of the cosets in with respect to the subgroup Wk( x ),£-Let us denote this coset by 6{x).
For two sequences (a n ) and (b n ) of real numbers we shall introduce the following notation Un ~ b n iff a n = 0(b n ) and b n = 0(a n ), ~ b n iff lim t--= 1.
u-kx> b n
A point xo is said to be a limit point of the trajectory of a point x if for every neighbourhood U of the point xq and every integer no > 1 there exists an integer n\ > no such that a ni (x) G U. The set of limit points of the trajectory of the point x will be denoted by Q(x). i.e. a term having the greatest rate of increase or the least rate of decrease must be a nonzero term with the greatest index i. Therefore where p = p(k,j) = max{i : x(k,j,i) ± 0}. Among the coordinates corresponding to the Jordan cell J(k,j), the coordinate x n (k,j, I), is a dominating one. Among all the coordinates of the vector x n dominating coordinates are those for which k = k(x), 1 = 1 and j is such
